The Association of Senior and Emeritus Faculty of the Perelman School of Medicine (ASEF-PSOM) and the University of Pennsylvania (PASEF)

Fall 2015
Emeritus Program and Reception

Wednesday, November 4, 2015

Please join us for this celebration as we recognize and honor the faculty who have retired in the past academic year.

SHERRILL L. ADAMS, PhD | DENTAL
JACLYN A. BIEGEL, PhD | MEDICINE
MORRIS J. BIRNBAUM, MD, PhD | MEDICINE
STANLEY N. CAROFF, MD | MEDICINE
THEODORE G. CHEEK, MD | MEDICINE
ALVIN J. CHIN, MD | MEDICINE
MORTIMER M. CIVAN, MD | MEDICINE
BEVERLY G. COLEMAN, MD | MEDICINE
GEORGE S. DAY, PhD | WHARTON
JOHN P. DORMANS, MD | MEDICINE
L. HENRY EDUNDS, JR., MD | MEDICINE
JONAS H. ELLENBERG, PhD | MEDICINE
NIGEL W. FRASER, PhD | MEDICINE
ROBERT D. FRY, MD | MEDICINE
THOMAS P. GERRITY, PhD | WHARTON
EDUARDO D. GLANOT, PhD | SEAS
FRANK I. GOODMAN, JD | LAW
JOAN F. GOODMAN, EdD | GSE
TREVOR R. HADLEY, PhD | MEDICINE
WILLIAM P. HAMILTON, PhD | WHARTON
R. BRUCE HEPPENSTALL, MD | MEDICINE
HOWARD I. HURTIG, MD | MEDICINE
LORETTA SWEET JEMMOTT, PhD, RN | NURSING

ARTHUR H. JOHNSON, PhD | SAS
ELLEN L. KENNEDY, PhD | SAS
WILLIAM LABOV, PhD | SAS
A. RUSSELL LOCALIO, JD, PhD | MEDICINE
E. ANN MATTER, PhD | SAS
CAROLYN MIES, MD | MEDICINE
ROBERT PERELMAN, PhD | SAS
PETER S. PETRAITIS, PhD | SAS
VICKI C. PETROPoulos, DMD | DENTAL
JOSE M. REGUEIRO, PhD | SAS
PAUL ROZIN, PhD | SAS
NORMAN M. SCHECHTER, PhD | MEDICINE
JITENDRA V. SINGH, PhD | WHARTON
LARRY G. SNEYDON, PhD | SAS
JONATHAN STEINSBERG, PhD | SAS
PETER STEINER, PhD | SAS
DAVID M. STERN, PhD | SAS
H. LEE SWEENEY, PhD | MEDICINE
NANCY C. TKACS, PhD, RN | NURSING
LORRAINE J. TULMAN, DNP, RN | NURSING
JEFFREY N. WEISER, MD | MEDICINE
KENNETH I. WOLPIN, PhD | SAS

Program begins at 4:30 P.M.
Sweeten Alumni House, 3533 Locust Walk

RSVP to Jocelyne Waller
emeritus@pobox.upenn.edu or 215-746-5972